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ABSTRACT
Unleashing the full potential of data is oftentimes a cumbersome
task, especially when dealing with network data. It is therefore
possible that while focusing on one part of the solution, other
valuable pieces of information remain under-treated leading to
under-performing results. In this work, we zoom into the nature
of an augmentation of call graphs devised for addressing churn
prediction in telco. By shifting the focus from a homogeneous to
a heterogeneous perspective, by defining different probabilistic
meta paths, and by applying representation learning on graphs
using these defined meta paths, we demonstrate the benefits of this
approach, not only by means of improvements of predictive results,
but also with promising insights regarding the interplay of meta
path type and predictive outcome. As such, this is still a work in
progress but the current results have also been submitted to (and
are currently under review at) another conference.
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INTRODUCTION

Predictive analytics suffers from different problems regarding data:
the lack of (appropriate) data, bad quality of data etc. Not less
important is the inability to leverage the available data and provide more structural ways of handling each phase of the predictive process. As for the other predictive tasks, this also holds for
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predicting which customers will stop using telecommunication operator services, known in the literature as telco churn prediction.
Actually, the problem gets even more emphasized in this setting,
given that Call Detail Record (CDR) data can be transformed into
networks/graphs1 , which are quite cumbersome to handle due to
their complex structure and large size. Therefore, related studies
typically encounter problems of under-exploiting available data
and/or hand-crafting variables as e.g. in [7, 15]. A recently proposed
study [18] suggested an approach to deal with these problems by
first, augmenting CDR graphs in order to join all available information and thus enforce unleashing the full potential of the data
and second, applying representation learning on such graphs in
order to avoid hand-crafting. More precisely, the aforementioned
augmented CDR graphs are constructed by deriving artificial nodes
based on the RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary) model [14] and
connecting them to customers present in the original CDR graph,
as appropriate. Next, a representation learning approach, similar to
other methods like DeepWalk [20] and Node2vec [12], is applied. It
attempts to maximize the probability that nearby nodes (or in other
words: nodes having the same contexts, where context is defined
by a random walk) will have similar representations. Obviously,
constructed augmented graphs contain different types of nodes and
as such, fit into the definition of heterogeneous graphs [22], even
though they are not treated in that way in [18]. Since different node
types convey diverse information and given the applied representation learning method, guiding random walks in order to generate
more specifically tailored contexts to account for (and compare)
these differences, seems worthwhile. Furthermore, previous studies
have shown that taking into account heterogeneous information
can improve predictive accuracy for classification (and clustering)
tasks [10, 11, 22].
Therefore, in this work we exploit the same kind of networks
while adjusting the representation learning part to accommodate
for heterogeneous networks, using meta paths, similarly as has
been done in [10]. However, unlike the meta paths defined in [10],
we allow for probabilistic and asymmetrical meta paths.
Our results show that representation learning on heterogeneous
graphs using different meta paths can be beneficial for churn prediction as compared to representation learning on homogeneous
graphs. Moreover, using different types of meta paths leads to interesting insights which provide motivation for further exploration
of the interplay between different interactions, corresponding meta
paths and the predictive result.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sections 2 and 3,
we provide a short overview of related literature and preliminaries,
respectively; in Section 4 we elaborate our methodology, while in
1 taking

customers as nodes and their interactions as edges
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Section 5 we explain our experimental setup; Section 6 provides
the results of our experiments and finally, Section 7 concludes our
study with several directions for future research.

2

RELATED WORK

Churn prediction in telco has so far been addressed in the literature from different perspectives, using different feature types and
models. In this short overview we limit ourselves mainly to representation learning-based methods. These methods have initially
achieved great success for word embedding in the natural language
processing (NLP) domain [1, 2, 17] but were recently transferred
to graphs primarily by [20] but also [3, 10, 12, 24]. For the purpose
of predicting churn in telco, explicit learning of customer representations was very rarely used. However, deep learning methods
were used in several studies [4, 25, 27] although not with too much
success apart from [4] which however does not reveal all the details
of dataset used.
The idea of this work is to take advantage of the synergy of
two existing works, i.e. an approach to apply explicit customer
representation learning to churn prediction in [18], and the work of
[10], which proposes to use meta paths for representation learning
in heterogeneous graphs. In [18], an adaptation of node2vec [12]
was developed to make it scalable on large graphs obtained from
CDR data. Node2vec itself extends on DeepWalk [20] by defining
more flexible random walks, which, however, come with additional
computational burden. Furthermore, [18] overcomes several problems known in the churn prediction domain, such as feature handcrafting and under-exploiting of available data, as is the case in e.g.
[7, 15]. Given that augmented graph architectures proposed in [18]
enable integrating both information related to customer interaction
as well as information conveyed by pure graph topology, we resort
to using the same graph constructs. However, the drawback of the
approach in [18] is in applying representation learning on RFMAugmented graphs treating them as homogeneous. While the idea
of applying representation learning on RFM-Augmented graphs
remains valid, given that RFM-Augmented graphs are inherently
heterogeneous in nature, the option of using a meta path based
representation learning method as presented in [10] seems attractive. The latter method enables guiding random walks and is more
appropriate for heterogeneous graphs. Still, we slightly adapt it to
our setting by defining probabilistic version of random walks and
not requiring walk symmetry as in [10].
Other works on heterogeneous networks include [5, 6, 11, 22,
23]. Work of [22] is also based on meta paths but it focuses on
defining a similarity measure instead of learning representations.
In [5] learning representations is done by deep convolutional neural
networks, while in [23] the focus is on text embeddings. Similar to
our work, [6, 11] leverage particular meta paths in heterogeneous
networks based on the predictive goal. However, the particularities
of both methods differ from our work. Moreover, in [6] the goal is
author identification while in [11] learning is performed not only
on the node, but also on the link level, which is not of interest for
this work.
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PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will first provide several definitions which will be
useful for following further elucidation of our methodology. Next,
we provide a brief explanation of the construction of call networks
from CDRs, as done in [18].

3.1

Basic Definitions

Definition 3.1. (RFM Model) The RFM Model as proposed by [14]
explains customer behavior in an observed time period with respect
to a certain event based on the following three variables:
• Recency, which quantifies how recent the last event was of
a customer during the observed time interval;
• Frequency, which quantifies how frequently a customer experienced the particular event during the observed time
interval;
• Monetary, which quantifies the monetary amount a customer spent during the observed time interval in relation to
this particular event.
In our context, the particular event is a phone call but many
other interpretations such as a purchase, a credit card transaction,
etc. are possible, depending on the particular domain.
Definition 3.2. (Heterogeneous network) A graph G = (V , E) is
called a heterogeneous graph if there exists a node type mapping
function ϕ :V → TV and an edge type mapping function ψ : E →
TE such that either |TV | > 1 or |TE | > 1. We will use notation
G = (V , E,TV ,TE , ϕ,ψ ) for such a graph.
Definition 3.3. (Probabilistic meta path) A path class P constructed
over a heterogeneous graph G = (V , E,TV ,TE , ϕ,ψ ) which allows
graph traversal through different node and edge types and can be
Te 1

Tei −1

Te i

Te j

Tek −1

written in the form Tv1 −−−→ ... −−−−→ Tvi −−−→ Tv j −−−→ ... −−−−−→
Tvk where Tvi ,Tv j ∈ TV , Tei ,Te j ∈ TE , with the transition probability at step i defined as:
(
pr eд , if Tv j , Tvi
Prob(Tv j |Tvi , P) =
pmin , otherwise
where pmin ≪ pr eд , is called a probabilistic meta path. In other
words, we define the types of nodes which should be visited along
the path with certain (high) probability pr eд , but with a very small
probability pmin we allow diverging from the set path.
Definition 3.4. (Probabilistic meta path instance) A path P ∈ P
e1

e i −1

ei

ej

e k −1

of the form v 1 −−→ ... −−−→ vi −−→ v j −−→ ... −−−−→ vk constructed
over a heterogeneous graph G = (V , E,TV ,TE , ϕ,ψ ), where vi ∈ V ,
ei ∈ E, ϕ(vi ) = Tvi , ϕ(v j ) = Tv j , ψ (ei ) = Tei , ϕ(e j ) = Te j , Tvi , Tv j
and Tei , Te j is called an instance of probabilistic meta path P (a
path following probabilistic meta path P). In cases when the edge
type is not crucial, a notation P = (v 1 , ..., vi , v j , ..., vk ) will be used.
Previous works (as e.g. [10]) define meta paths2 to be symmetric
(Tv1 = Tvk ) and without the possibility of taking alternate paths
(hence pmin = 0). Moreover, to accommodate for particularities
of the data and problem at hand, we will allow for probabilistic
2 Previous

works also use notion of relation instead of edge type which turns a meta
path into a composite relation of different relation types [10, 21].
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meta paths where Tv j is not necessarily different from Tvi (but the
alternative option would still be possible only with a very small
probability). The main motivation for introducing probabilistic meta
paths is to ensure existence of meta path instances of sufficient
length (as this might be a problem due to graph sparsity). In the
rest of the paper, we always refer to a probabilistic meta path even
if we often use meta path for better readability.

3.2

Constructing RFM-Augmented Networks
from Telco CDRs

In [18], a special type of call graph architectures, referred to as
RFM-Augmented graphs have been constructed and their benefits
for churn prediction in telco have been proven as compared to
traditional RFM variables. We therefore opt for the same call graph
architecture and provide a brief explanation of these.
The main idea of RFM-Augmented graphs is to augment the
original call graph with artificial nodes which are generated based
on RFM variables. Hence, it is important to define, first, how these
RFM variables are calculated and second, how artificial nodes are
generated based on those variables.
3.2.1 The Choice of RFM Variables. Despite the presence of a
variety of RFM variables in the literature, to this end, only three
different versions of RFM variables are considered: 1) SummaryRFM (denoted by RFMs ) whereby RFM variables are calculated
considering all customer interactions; 2) Detailed-RFM (denoted
by RFMd ), whereby customer interactions are divided according to
call direction and destination into three subcategories: a) outgoing
towards home network, b) outgoing towards other networks and
c) incoming and each of R,F,M is calculated according to these;
and 3) Churn-RFM (denoted by RFMch ) whereby RFM variables are
calculated only with respect to interactions with customers who
are known to have churned. The latter is motivated by the fact
that previous works on churn prediction in telco have recognized
the importance of connections with already churned customers
[9, 19, 28].
3.2.2 Generation of Artificial Nodes. Once the R/F/M variables
are derived for each node, each of these R/F/M variables is partitioned in five equally-sized groups (corresponding to very high,
high, medium, low, very low) similar to procedures already used
in the literature [8, 14, 16]. Each of these groups is then assigned
one artificial node, resulting in 15 artificial nodes Ri , Fi , Mi , where
i ∈ {1, 2, ..5}. Next, nodes from the original call graph are connected to artificial nodes according to their corresponding R/F/M
partitions. Such an architecture is denoted by AG s . A similar set of
steps is used to construct the second type of architecture, except
that the procedure does not start with Summary-RFM variables, i.e.
one variable per R,F,M, but instead with Detailed-RFM hence, three
different variables per each R,F,M which are further on partitioned
(each of them separately) into five equally sized groups. This graph
construction is denoted by AGd . An additional augmentation of
both of the previous two graph types is obtained by adding artificial
churn node to which all identified churners are then connected.
The obtained RFM-Augmented graphs are denoted by AG s+ch and
AGd +ch for AG s and AGd graph, respectively.

4
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METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will explain the construction of different types
of guided random walks, and elaborate on representation learning
procedure.

4.1

Defining Meta Paths in RFM-Augmented
Networks

In [18], the authors draw attention to different types of nodes and
links present in RFM-Augmented graphs and use that as motivation for considering these graphs as unweighted. However, in the
proceedings, the representation learning method based on random
walks does not make a distinction between different node types.
Hence, essentially their method treats RFM-Augmented graphs as
homogeneous. Nevertheless, by looking into Definition 3.2 we can
see that these graphs are inherently heterogeneous, with |TV | =
|TE | = 2 for AG s and AGd and |TV | = |TE | = 3 for AG s+ch and
AGd +ch (for AG s and AGd , we can perceive that the nodes belonging to the original topology are connected by edges of one type,
while the same nodes are connected to the artificial ones with
another type of edges).
We will use the common notation AG ∗ = (V , E,TV ,TE , ϕ,ψ ) for
all RFM-Augmented graphs, where ∗ ∈ {s, s + ch, d, d + ch} and
TV = {CN ∪ AN } with CN denoting the set of customer nodes
and AN denoting the set of all artificial nodes. Additionally, in
graphs AG s+ch and AGd +ch , we will make a distinction between a
set of artificial RFM nodes, denoted as ANrfm , and a set containing
the single artificial churn node, denoted as ANch . Hence, AN =
ANrfm ∪ ANch . As paying special attention to edge types (TE ) will
not be necessary, we will further shorten the notation to AG ∗ =
(V , E, {CN ∪ AN }, ϕ) where ∗ ∈ {s, d} and AG ∗ = (V , E, {CN ∪
ANrfm ∪ ANch }, ϕ), for ∗ ∈ {s + ch, d + ch}.
In heterogeneous networks, on the contrary to homogeneous
ones, nodes can be connected via different types of paths, known as
meta paths defined in Definition 3.3. Moreover, different node and
edge types convey diverse information, and taking that explicitly
into account can enhance predictive performance, as shown in
previous works, e.g. [22]. Therefore, in order to leverage RFMAugmented graphs, it is reasonable to define different types of
probabilistic meta paths, as follows:
• A meta path P C constructed over an RFM-Augmented graph
AG ∗ = (V , E, {CN ∪ AN }, ϕ) of the form CN →
− CN →
−
CN →
− .... Hence, this meta path discriminates in favor of
the CN node type at each step (to be referred to as local meta
path). In other words, we consider meta path instances PC ∈
P C of the form PC = (v 1 , ..., vi , vi+1 , ..., vk ), (vi , vi+1 ) =ei ∈
E where transition probability at step i is defined as:
(
0.99, if ϕ(vi+1 ) = CN
Prob(vi+1 |vi , P C ) =
0.01, if ϕ(vi+1 ) = AN
• A meta path P A constructed over an RFM-Augmented graph
AG ∗ = (V , E, {CN ∪ AN }, ϕ) of any of the two forms: CN →
−
AN →
− CN →
− ... or AN →
− CN →
− AN →
− .... Hence, this
meta path favors alternation between CN and AN node types
at each step (to be referred to as alternating meta path). In
other words, we consider meta path instances PA ∈ P A of the
form PA = (v 1 , ..., vi , vi+1 , ..., vk ), (vi , vi+1 ) = ei ∈ E where
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Figure 1: Graphical illustration of defined meta paths on the AG s+ch RFM-Augmented network. In a) a fragment of the network
depicting the neighborhood of node v. Nodes of type CN are represented by solid line-edged circles. Nodes of type ANrfm are
denoted by circles with dotted edges.The artificial churn node (of type ANch ) is a romb with dotted edges. Connections with
artificial nodes (AN ) are dotted while edges interconnecting nodes of CN type are solid lines. In b)-e) instances of defined meta
paths are represented (all starting from node v). Particularly: in b) an example of a local meta path; in c) an instance of an
alternating meta path type; in d) instance of a local-churn meta path and finally, in e) an instance of an alternating-churn
meta path.
probability at step i is defined as:

transition probability at step i is defined as:
(
0.99, if ϕ(vi ) , ϕ(vi+1 )
Prob(vi+1 |vi , P A ) =
0.01, otherwise
• A meta path P C̄ constructed over an RFM-Augmented graph
AG ∗ = (V , E, {CN ∪ ANrfm ∪ ANch }, ϕ) of the form CN →
−
ANch →
− CN →
− .... Hence, this meta path discriminates in
favor of the artificial churn node ANch after each CN node
type, whenever possible, that is, if such link exists. This meta
path will be referred to as local-churn meta path. In other
words, we consider meta path instances PC̄ ∈ P C̄ of the
form PC̄ = (v 1 , ..., vi , vi+1 , ..., vk ), (vi , vi+1 ) = ei ∈ E where
transition probability at step i is defined as:


0.90,



Prob(vi+1 |vi , P C̄ ) = 0.09,


 0.01,


if ϕ(vi+1 ) = ANch
if ϕ(vi+1 ) = CN
if ϕ(vi+1 ) = ANrfm

• A meta path P Ā constructed over an RFM-Augmented graph
AG ∗ = (V , E, {CN ∪ ANrfm ∪ ANch }, ϕ) of any of the two
forms: CN →
− ANch →
− CN →
− ANrfm →
− CN →
− ... or
ANrfm →
− CN →
− ANch →
− CN →
− ANrfm →
− CN →
− ....
Hence, this meta path favors visiting churn node type ANch
while alternating between CN and AN node types, whenever
possible, that is, if such link exists. This meta path will be
referred to as alternating-churn meta path. In other words,
we consider meta path instances PĀ ∈ P Ā of the form PĀ =
(v 1 , ..., vi , vi+1 , ..., vk ), (vi , vi+1 ) = ei ∈ E where transition



0.90, if ϕ(vi+1 ) = ANch





0.09, if ϕ(vi+1 ) , ANch



Prob(vi+1 |vi , P Ā ) =
and ϕ(vi ) , ϕ(vi+1 )



0.01,
if
ϕ(v

i+1 ) , ANch




and
ϕ(vi ) = ϕ(vi+1 )


Obviously, *-churn meta paths are not to be considered on AG s
and AGd RFM-Augmented graphs.
Figure 1 depicts one fragment of an RFM-Augmented AG s+ch
network (in a)) along with path instances for local meta path (in
b)), alternating meta path (in c)), local-churn meta path (in d)) and
alternating-churn meta path (in e)).

4.2

Meta path based Representation Learning
on RFM-Augmented Networks

As already explained in Section 2, our approach is similar to the
metapath2vec approach in [10], which in turn is based on SkipGram
model from NLP domain and the ideas of its adaptation on graph
setting from [12, 20].
SkipGram itself is a maximum likelikood optimization problem
of finding a low (d-)dimensional representation f for each word v
of vocabulary V such that the probability of predicting its nearby
words (within its corresponding context Cv ) is maximized. That is,
the model attempts to find f , f : V → Rd , d ≪ |V | such that
Õ Õ
max
loдPr (w | f (v)).
v ∈V w ∈Cv

Probabilistic Random Walks for Churn Prediction using Representation Learning
The background hypothesis of SkipGram states that words are
more similar the more they appear in similar contexts (known as
distributional hypothesis). Given that similar hypothesis exists in
the graph setting in the form of homophily, the SkipGram idea
can be transferred to graphs, by redefining the concept of word
context into a concept of node neighbourhood. Node neighborhood
is usually defined by means of truncated random walks starting
from the node itself. Moreover, in heterogeneous networks, we can
use the concept of meta paths to define different types of context.
Then the above objective becomes:
Õ Õ
max
loдPr (w P | f (v)),
f

v ∈V w P ∈CvP

where CvP is a context of a node v defined by a meta path P. The
conditional probability Pr (w | f (v)) usually defined by a soft-max
exp(f (w P )·f (v))
function becomes Pr (w P | f (v)) = Í
. Given the
u ∈V exp(f (u)·f (v))
complexity of the denominator and the goal (which is essentially to
find useful representations and not to find the exact optimum of the
function), negative sampling is used to approximate the objective,
thus leading to a new objective being
Õ
Õ
max
loд σ (−f (w P ) · f (v)) +
loд σ (−f (n P ) · f (v)),
f

w P ∈CvP

n P <CvP

where σ is the sigmoid function.
Node representations obtained by the previously explained procedure are used as input features for an l2−regularized logistic
regression classifier aiming to predict churn.

5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We use the same two datasets (one prepaid, one postpaid) as in [18],
hence we refer an interested reader to that work for the datasets’
details. Both datasets are only CDR-based which on one hand limits
the diversity of available information, but on the other hand ensures
the possibility for reproducing our method on other datasets (as
any telco operator would have the information used here at their
disposal, in contrast to some other churn prediction approaches
which tend to avoid disclosure of the complete information used,
like [4], or opt for using not so easily available data e.g. customer
complaints in [13]).
Additionally we use the results obtained in [18] as our baselines,
and therefore, to obtain a fair comparison, we mimic the same
experimental setup and churn definition. This includes setting the
same parameters for random walks (walk length 30, number of
walks 10) and SkipGram model (number of dimensions 128, window
length 10, number of negative samples 5) as in [18].
For the baselines we choose both traditional RFM variables as
well as the results obtained in [18] on all four RFM-Augmented
networks AG s , AGd , AG s+ch , AGd +ch . We compare these with four
different scenarios, based on four differently defined meta paths.

6

RESULTS

Results obtained using different meta paths on both datasets and
different kinds of RFM-Augmented networks can be seen in Table 1.
It is obvious that an alternating meta path-based approach always
outperforms a local-based approach, in terms of AUC. Likewise,
in terms of AUC, the alternating-churn meta path-based approach
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performs better than the local-churn one. Our local meta path definition reflects homophily3 based on customer interactions. Given
that alternating meta path reflects the factual similarity of customers measured by R, F, M variables, we can infer that homophily
indeed plays an important role for predicting churn, which confirms
findings of previous studies [26].
Additionally, we can notice that for AG s , in terms of AUC, the
learning approach based on alternating meta paths outperforms
all the other methods. On the contrary, in case of lift, the baseline
methods still perform better.
Finally, we would like to discuss the effect that adding churn
information has on the obtained AUC scores. Our previous study
indicates that switching from AG s to AG s+ch for random walk
generation yields better AUC scores (see baseline figures). On the
one hand, our results based on both local and alternating heterogeneous meta paths, confirm this finding. On the other hand, if churn
information indeed increases performance, we would expect that
local-churn and alternating-churn meta path-based AUC scores outperform local and alternating ones, respectively. As this, however,
does not seem to be the case, we performed a short comparison
of generated local and local-churn meta path-based walks for prepaid AG s+ch . The total number of generated walks in both cases
is the same (43035570), however, the presence of ANch and ANrfm
nodes is remarkably different: with respect to total number of walks,
ANrfm nodes occur in 25.16% in case of local and 24.20% in case of
local-churn meta path-based walks, while ANch occur in only 0.15%
in case of local and 19.99% in case of local-churn meta path-based
walks. Even though it might look counter-intuitive, it seems that
the presence of ANrfm contributes more to an improvement in AUC
than ANch . A potential explanation for this can be that, given the
small number of churners (only 10.92% out of observed customer
base), forcing walks to visit ANch results in less coverage of the
network which impedes the learning process, as opposed to visiting
ANrfm nodes which allow for reaching nodes with different characteristics. To further test this hypothesis, we experimented with the
more strict version of local meta path to completely forbid visiting
ANrfm nodes (hence leaving 0.01 probability for ANch but setting
probability for ANrfm to 0). This resulted in further deterioration
of the AUC score to 0.6044 (and lift to 1.5742).

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper we make a synergy of existing advancements made
in the direction of leveraging networked data for telco churn prediction and probabilistic meta paths-based representation learning.
The contributions of this work are three-fold.
First, we raise a valid question of the nature of call graph extensions used for solving churn prediction in telco and shift the
focus from a homogeneous to a heterogeneous perspective. Second,
we devise probabilistic meta paths adapted for the data and problem at hand. Third, we perform experimental analysis and show
the benefits of applying representation learning on graphs using
probabilistic meta paths, both in terms of the improvement in the
predictive results as well as in promising insights regarding the
interplay of meta path type and predictive outcome.
3 Homophily

is a tendency to link to those who are perceived as similar.
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Table 1: Comparison in terms of AUC and lift (at 0.5%, between parenthesis) among different methods for prepaid (upper)
and postpaid (lower) datasets. The results are averaged across 10 folds (different from folds used for hyperparameter tuning).
Baselines are marked with the star symbol. The best AUC score per RFM-Augmented graph type per dataset is marked in bold.
The best overall AUC score per dataset is marked in bold and underlined.
Dataset
Prepaid
Postpaid

Graph Type

RFM Variables∗

Homogeneous∗

AG s
AG s+ch
AG s
AG s+ch

0.668 (1.993)
0.669 (1.995)
0.748 (3.784)
0.748 (3.779)

0.679 (2.070)
0.698 (2.439)
0.726 (4.153)
0.727 (4.430)

Local
0.6383 (1.8688)
0.6384 (1.8369)
0.6254 (2.7350)
0.6263 (2.7504)

A potential extension of this work can be the further refinement
of node types in the obtained graphs that would consequently
expand the space of potential meta paths. A more detailed study
might be necessary to correlate different types of meta paths with
social phenomena such as homophily and social influence as we
see a lot of potential in this direction.
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